Carolina, Times, joined with a handful of other elite Charlestonians to petition the state's house of representatives for the suppression of the "existing evil" of an independent black church near the city, whose congregants were allegedly under abolitionist influence.1 When municipal officials executed Denmark Vesey and other class leaders of that church two years later for masterminding a sophisticated plot to raise the slaves in and around Charleston in rebellion, Holland appeared vindicated. But he was also unsated. Before white panic about black revolt had fully dissipated in the lowcountry, he published a ringing defense of slavery that concluded with this thunderclap: "Let it never be forgotten, that our NEGROES are truely the Jacobins of the country; that they are the anarchists and the domestic enemy; the common enemy of civilized society, 
Dissatisfaction with three recent books on the Vesey plot impelled Johnson into South Carolina's state archive, and on examination of the manuscript court transcripts he acquits the accused and indicts historians for embracing what he calls the "heroic interpretation" (p. 915) of Vesey, which over the last quarter century has come to predominate in the academy. The manuscript transcripts, Johnson points out, reveal suspicious silences, including not a peep from Vesey himself. They also suggest procedural inconsistencies from session to session and differ somewhat in organization and detail from the Official Report published in October by the court shortly after it had been dissolved.
At one level of analysis, Johnson's stimulating essay serves as a cautionary tale to historians who in sympathetic pursuit of powerful signs of agency from oppressed people have rushed to embrace the judgments of white authorities on black resistance. He asks a vital question: How do you recognize a slave plot when you see it? In every slave society in the Americas, masters at one time or another accused their slaves of elaborate designs to take up the sword and win liberation. In many cases, the accused plotters suffered summary execution without even the barest pretense of justice. In other cases, they entered a legal proceeding, but the official record has survived only in part or not at all. In still other cases, most or all of the official documentation survives, but its worth varies widely and, at best, represents a tantalizing abridgment to a complicated, confusing story. Legal standards for slaves differed from country to country and changed within countries over time, but everywhere they reflected the low status of this "distinct class of persons."4 Cuba's Conspiracy of La Escalera (1843-1844) may have set a record for a slave plot in generating thousands of pages of official transcripts that included lengthy interrogations of the accused. In contrast, the court to which Charleston's magistrates and freeholders turned in 1822 for precedent yielded a few dozen official pages after convening in the upcountry town of Camden six years before to try about twenty alleged slave conspirators, all of whom proclaimed their innocence.5 By the Camden standard, the Charleston court could rightfully claim to have paid excessive attention to record-keeping.
The amount of documentation bears no necessary correlation to its credibility. Torture has a foundational association with slavery in Western culture as a requisite means of disgorging truth from slaves and other subaltern people who lacked, as Aristotle put it, the "deliberative faculty."6 Since every court ever assembled to investigate slave plots did so against a backdrop of coercion and fear, students of slave resistance must look at all official testimony with a degree of skepticism. Recall, for example, the terror that produced the windfall of official paper during La Escalera. 
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hearing, they said: Now we are going to have freedom, the glorious liberty of the children of God, and you can no more deprive us of that.9
The magistrate confessed that separating guilty from innocent had become a problem, for "all the best servants in the city, male and female, were coming forward, and accusing themselves as partners in the conspiracy, even those who were as innocent of it as the child unborn. The spirit of martyrdom had got among them, and they had a burning thirst for the honors of a martyr's death. 
